
Motivation

    The goal of this study was to create a escaping school 
experience for players. It was inspired by a fantasy that everyone 
shared when they were still in school. Some has already done it, 
but some never takes a step. Hopefully, the game would be able 
to remind them of that particular experience through a series of 
designed events. 

Escampus
 -- The Memories about Escaping Campus

Iterations 
Second Version
● Added a mini-game as one more event to make the game 

interesting and actionable.
● Changed the UI styles for more readable text
● Changed the introduction scene to a shorter one
● Fixed some bugs

Final Version
● Improve the UI
● Fixed some bugs

Player Experience
1.Trigger memories of school
2. Remind Players of why they hate school

Methodology 
Study 1
● Qualitative Research
● 4 participants for play testing
● Questionnaire with multiple choice and open ended questions after 

play testing
Study 2
● Mixed Research
● 14 participants for play testing
● Questionnaire with multiple choice and open ended questions after 

play testing
● ANOVA Test and Logistic Regression 

Results
Study 1
● 75% of all  participants (3)  admitted that the game reminded them 

memories of school and they felt connected to the character. 
● One partricant did not feel the same along with other participants.
● In general, the game successfully evokes participants memories
Study 2
● Anova Test: only F value of event 2 was higher than 1, but it’s 

Pr(>F) was not significant. 
● Logistic Regression: none of those events were significantly 

influencing to players’ choices. 

Future Work
        If we have more time, we will add more scenes and cinematics 
in-between to the game to make the storyline more complete and 
complex. We will design more events and endings for the game and 
players will reach different ends depend on their choices as we thought 
at the beginning. 
        Also, we will improve the UI, fix bugs and do optimization of the 
whole game. 

Reflection
        Players seemed to agree with how this game reminded them of 
school memories. We were glad to see this accomplishment. However, 
despite most of participants felt connected with partial events, they 
asked for a more dense and clearer storyline. They wanted a more 
comprehensive experience regarding the theme and events. 

Lesson Learned 
1. Little details can also influence players’ experience and how players 

interpret the game.
2. Suitable balance between limited time and in-game features is 

important to achieve.
3. Game should intuitively resonate to learning goal.
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Iterations 
Initial Version
● Start with an introduction scene about background
● Character acts in a classroom, with three events to interact with


